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l Few meals are as  
dreamy or good-value  
as a streetside dinner in 
Southeast Asia. Perching on 
plastic chairs in Vietnam’s Ho 
Chi Minh City (pictured), you 
can drain icy beers and 
steaming bowls of basil-
leaf-laced pho (noodle  
soup) while watching an 
unfathomable sea of 
motorbikes, tuk-tuks, 
cyclists and darting 
pedestrians zooming by 
your table. It makes for some 
of the world’s finest dinner 
entertainment — and will  
set you back just a fiver  
on streets such as Van Kiep 
or Vinh Khanh.

l The waft of spice, the 
crackle of open-air grills,  
and the masses of people 
winding through the  
souk’s narrow corridors — 
Marrakech is overwhelming, 
in a wonderful way. A 
street-food feast here is as 
exotic as they come, with 
grilled fish or delicately 
spiced pastilla pie costing 
about £4. Djemma el Fna is 
the medina’s famous square, 
home to snake charmers 

and a night food market, but 
locals know to go deeper 
into the souk for cheaper and 
better grub — for example, 
try nearby Dar el Bacha  
for street tagines or 
meat-filled rolls.

l Outside of its big cities, 
France — home of the 
three-course £15 menu du 
jour — majors in cheap eats. 
And gorgeous settings. The 
view from Ile de Ré’s oyster 
shacks — to one side, 
wave-lapped beach, to the 
other a maze of poppy-
studded cycling trails — is 
pure seaside-holiday bliss. 
The island’s green-and-
cream hued towns buzz  
with chi-chi Parisians on 
holiday, but strike out to  
the coast and you’ll find 
laid-back shacks full of 
chattering neighbourhood 
workers scoffing cheap-as-
frites oysters, prawns and 
langoustines. The island  
has dozens; you’ll pay under 
a tenner for six fat oysters 
and a glass of zippy local 
wine at Ré Ostréa 
(degustationhuitres- 
iledere.fr). 

Eat like a 
local in… 
Madrid

ana Bustelo is a 
magazine editor 
‘The handful of 

renovated 
marketplaces in 

Madrid are fantastic 
for classic food and 

an electric 
atmosphere. For 

example, stroll into 
the Mercado San 

Antón (Calle Augusto 
Figueroa 24), in the 
late-night-loving 

Chueca district: look 
at the fresh produce 
and have a drink on 

the rooftop. Eat 
across the road at 

Casa Salvador (Calle 
Barbieri 12) — it’s a 
taste of old Spain, 
with delicious fish 
soups, traditional 

croquetas and hams.’

Eat like a 
local in… 

Los Angeles  
eric rosen is  

a wine expert 
(clustercrush.com)

‘If you’re not up early 
hiking the Hollywood 

Hills, followed by a 
healthy lunch, you’re 

doing LA Sundays 
wrong. The most 

scene-y spots are 
Sqirl (sqirlla.com; 
mains about £9)  

and the Ponte 
(thepontela.com; 

mains about £11). Try 
Sqirl’s sorrel pesto 

brown rice bowl, 
which is way more 

delicious than it 
sounds! Ponte’s  

avo on toast is the 
best in town.’

T h E wAy TO  E AT… 
Pizza in Italy

 rome has its devotees, but for tradition, head to 
naples (Paul Hollywood agrees; see page 162), 
where the dish was born — it’s even quality-
controlled by the associazione verace Pizza 
napoletana. Strict rules apply, from making the 
dough (by hand) to sourcing the mozzarella, and 
the freshness of the tomatoes. add basil (for a 
margherita), oregano (marinara) and olive oil — 
and that’s it. Trianon (via Pietro Colletta 44/46; 
about £4) turns out sizzlers, cooked (as per the 
custom at 485oC) for 60 to 90 seconds and 
waltzed to you, balanced on your waiter’s 
upturned fingers. Or go to Chiaia for down-
home mattozzi (via Filangieri 16; about £4.50). 

Many restaurants only  
take a fixed number of 
reservations, so when you 
try to book — even months  
in advance — they’re 
technically ‘full’. But turn up 
in person on the 
day you’d like to 
dine, and you 
may get lucky. 
Get there just 
before opening 
and ask politely 
if they can 
squeeze you in, promising to 
be quick — chances are, not 

all their reserved tables  
will arrive until an hour or 
hour-and-a-half into 
service, so if you’re out 
before then, you may get a 
table. Otherwise, try around 

9pm, when  
some of  
the guests 
from the 
first sitting 
may have 
departed 

earlier than 
anticipated, leaving a gap 
before a later arrival.

How can i... get into that 
always-packed restaurant?
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’Do go to a deli, but don’t 
ask to have your bagel 
toasted! It’s a quick way to 
“out” yourself as a tourist 

— and some places flat out won’t do it. 
For me, peak New York is lox (brined 
salmon) on a bagel from Zabar’s 
(zabars.com; £6.60) — ideally eaten on  
a bench in Central Park, while reading 
The New York Times. For a pastrami 
sandwich (pictured), try Eisenberg’s in 
central Flatiron, right off 5th Avenue, 
where you can sit at the counter — have 
it with fries and a Lime Rickey (gin, lime 
and soda; eisenbergsnyc.com; £9).

‘Speakeasies are a fun part of 
Manhattan’s bar culture, hidden behind 
dingy back doors but with gorgeous 
decor inside. In the East Village, PDT 
— which stands for Please Don’t Tell 
(pdtnyc.com; cocktails about £10) — and 
Angel’s Share (in the Japanese restaurant 
Village Yokocho; villageyokocho.com; 
cocktails about £12) are loved by locals. 
And Raines Law Room has table bells 
you can ring when you need a refill of 
your violety Arsenic & New Lace (raines 
lawroom.com; cocktails about £11).

‘It’s a myth that New Yorkers always 
buy pizza by the slice — we tend to  
have our own favourite neighbourhood 
pizzeria. Mine is Arturo’s in Greenwich 
Village (106 West Houston St; mains 
about £13), for pizza with a bottle of 
good red and a live pianist to listen to. 
My order is a thin-crust cheese pizza 
with extra garlic. 

‘Steakhouses, for us, are more of a 
formal thing — we’d go to them when 
our parents are in town, or for a work 
dinner. That said, my grandparents 
used to take me to Ben & Jack’s 
(benandjackssteakhouse.com; mains 
about £35) near the Empire State 
Building — a total classic. But it’s more 
New York then than New York now.

‘Don’t eat a hot dog from a cart. I mean,  
I would, but let’s just say I’ve got a 
strong stomach. Instead, go to one of 
the classic shops — Crif Dogs in the  
East Village (113 St Marks Pl; £3.50),  
or Gray’s Papaya on the Upper West 
Side (grayspapayanyc.com; £1.95). 
They’re grungy and lived-in, but  
more reassuring.

‘The biggest mistake tourists make is 
sticking to the safe chain restaurants 
around Midtown, rather than walking 
into a darkened storefront with 
delicious smells wafting out, or a cafe 
with an interesting-looking woman 
sipping wine out front at 11 in the 
morning. I’ve had some of my most 
memorable meals at weird places  
that I knew nothing about. The place  
to wander is Midtown’s Koreatown, 
where you can get some of the world’s 
best sundubu (tofu stew) and bibimbap 
(mixed rice) for no more than the price 
of a turkey sandwich.

Eat like a local in… New York Kara Rota is a podcast host (cookstr.com)Where can i... get bargain 
grub in a pinch-me setting?

Eat like a local

http://clustercrush.com/
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l Italy is an easy pick — especially its 300km-
long Via Emilia (officially the SS9), through  
the heart of Parma-ham-and-Parmesan-
producing Emilia Romagna. you can cover its 
tastiest leg — Bologna to Piacenza — in two 
hours, but it’s tastier over two or three days. 
Start in Bologna with the city’s signature beef 
ragù, before rolling northwest to Modena 
(pictured), where balsamic vinegar is made. 
Next is cheese in Reggio Emilia, then cured pork 
in Parma and sparkling red wine in Piacenza.

East-coast Valencia is home  
to the saffron-tinged rice  
dish, and although you’ll find 

superior versions further south in 
Alicante, the city serves plenty of 
corkers. To go really trad, you want 
the version with rabbit and snails 
— though plenty of coastal locals 

prefer seafood (as for mixing meat 
with fish, Valencians say it’s a no-no). 
The best restaurants expect you to 
order ahead, for at least two people. 
The pan’s brought to table for you to 
help yourselves. But don’t think it’s 
burnt — the crispy-crunchy soccarat 
crust at the bottom is the best bit.

T h E  wAy TO E AT… Paella in Spain

Eat like a 
local in… 

Berlin
Per meurling is a 

blogger (berlin 
foodstories.com)

‘The key word for 
Berlin eating is 

“casual”. Locals graze 
their way around the 

world in this city, 
from southern 

Germany to Vietnam 
to Turkey, and the 
cheapest food is 

often the tastiest: the 
best Currywurst 

(sausage in curry 
sauce) in town is  

at Krasselt’s 
(krasselts-berlin.de; 
£1.70), in the Stieglitz 

district. Döner 
kebab? You won’t 

regret the juicy ones 
at Imren Grill 

(branches across 
town; £3.50) after  
a night on the tiles!’

Where can i... take  
a tasty road trip?  

l windswept beaches, striped lighthouses  
— Atlantic Canada is a looker. East-coast 
Americans are drawn in summer by the perfect 
scenery, abundant seafood and craft-booze 
scene. Take a week or two winding your way 
from halifax to Charlottetown, lapping up 
bargain lobsters, oysters, hoppy beers and 
sparkling wines. Essential stops include 
wolfville, for its breweries; and Saint John, for a 
giant lobster roll (saintjohnalehouse.com; £30). 

l Sculpted vineyard terraces and a winding 
river — a road trip through Portugal’s Douro 
Valley is scenic. As the home of port, it’s also 
tasty: start in Porto, scoffing custard tarts and 

bacalao (salt cod). Then spend a day cruising 
east on the slow, riverside N roads to tiny 
Pinhão. En route, visit bodegas such as Niepoort 
(niepoort-vinhos.com) for free tastings. 

T h E wAy TO E AT… 
Curry in India

Curry is essentially a British 
word barely used in india — it’s 
certainly not one dish. The 
indian subcontinent has a 
menu as diverse as europe’s. 
What you’ll eat — and how hot 
it is (or creamy, meaty, fishy…) 
— depends on where you are. 
in coastal areas, the sea brings 
the bounty: Goa has zingy 
prawn, mackerel and kingfish 
dishes, fiery with chilli brought 
by the colonial Portuguese 
(their vinho and alho, wine and 
garlic, went into that vindaloo). 
Southern states (such as 
Kerala) like coconut. up north 
(delhi, Kashmir), red meat 
creeps in (lamb rogan josh is a 
favourite). rajasthan relies on 
pickles. Should you use your 
fingers? yes — if you’re eating 
thali. But not with the left hand.
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Eat like a local

‘Bad sushi doesn’t exist  
in Tokyo, but if you want 
the best, head to Tsukiji 
Market for breakfast or 

lunch. Yes, it’s in the guidebooks, but 
Japanese people really do go there. My 
favourite spot is Tsukiji Itadori Uogashi 
Senryo (itadori.co.jp) — its chirashizushi 
(sushi rice bowl; £16) is delicious.

‘Don’t stick to Japanese food. Tokyo 
chefs love perfecting individual dishes, 
and that goes for foreign cuisine, too. For 
example, there are some great burger 
places — I like JS Burgers Cafe (burgers.
journal-standard.jp; mains about £8),  
in central Shinjuku or Shibuya.

‘We don’t expect you to know 
everything about Japanese etiquette. 

Eat like a local in… Tokyo Ko Nishida is a bartender at a craft-beer bar (goodbeerfaucets.jp)

But don’t use chopsticks to pass food, 
and never rest them upright in your rice 
bowl — it reminds us of a funeral. And 
remember that slurping when eating 
ramen is considered polite, so be loud!

‘Many restaurants have a lunch deal for 
about 1,000 yen (£7), often with a salad, 
main course and drink. Look for signs 
that say “seto menu”. I like Pariya 
(pariya.jp) in Shibuya (the area with the 
famous crossing), where you can choose 
from a buffet for just £8.50. You may 
need to book, but in the evening look out 
for “course menus” — set menus with 
all-you-can-drink alcohol (nomihodai) 
for about £30. Try Shirubee (1- 11-5 
Jinnan Shibuya Tokyo) for Japanese 
dishes with a twist, such as mackerel 
blowtorched at the table.

‘Izakayas are Japanese pubs, open 
from about 5pm until midnight or later. If 
you want a real locals’ drink, swap sake 
for shochu, a spirit made from barley or 
potato — it comes in crazy flavours, 
such as lettuce or chestnut! Try it at 
Havespi (havespi.jp; £23), an all-you-
can-drink shochu bar in Shinjuku.

‘Rather than go to just one restaurant, 
try out a food complex where you can 
hop between several. Nakameguro 
Koukashita (nakamegurokoukashita.
jp), under railway tracks in relaxed 
Nakameguro, has a great range  
of Japanese curry places, plus  
a yakiniku (grilled meat) bar and  
bakery. Or in the museum-packed  
Ueno district, Ameya-Yokocho (4 Ueno) 
has a line of homely izakayas.’
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Eat like a local in… Paris Gaëlle lochner is a graphic designer (chezgaelle.net) 

‘Snails and frogs’ legs are 
not something Parisians 
eat. We’d tend to go to 
local brasseries for 

steak-frites or a tartare, or a big salad 
with chicken livers. Most places do 
these typical lunch dishes well. I like 
Chez Gaston, in the 11th arrondissement 
— it does a great salmon tartare (112 
Blvd Richard Lenoir; mains about £14).

‘Cafes are our equivalent of pubs in 
London. Every neighbourhood has 
 one where you could spend your life. 
Outside the centre, you might not get 
waiters in starchy aprons, but you’ll pay 
£4 for a pint instead of £10 . For instance, 
in the gentrifying 20th arrondissement, 
I might drop in to Aux Ours (auxours.fr) 

for coffee after I’ve dropped my son at 
school, or meet friends there for lunch, 
or drinks in the evening. Or all three!

‘Waiters aren’t as rude as everyone 
thinks. If you say “bonjour” and make an 
effort to show you’re friendly, they will, 
too. But these guys work hard and if 
they’re tired of someone’s attitude they 
won’t hide it. Don’t worry about leaving 
a tip, though — French people don’t.

‘You don’t have to avoid the touristy 
areas to eat well. Montmartre, for 
example, sees a mix of tourists and 
locals — people do live round here, so 
among the rip-offs are some good-
value restaurants. Le Rendez-Vous des 
Amis (23 Rue Gabrielle; mains about 

£12), for instance, is a few minutes from 
the Sacré-Coeur, but it’s a lovely wine 
bar with tables on the street — go for a 
glass of wine and some cheese. And 
right on the Seine, Péniche Marcounet 
(peniche-marcounet; mains about £14) 
is one of several lovely riverside bars 
— and has Notre Dame views.

‘Have at least one market-bought picnic. 
Every district has a market, usually 
three times a week — Marché d’Aligre 
Beauvau in the 12th is well-known but 
locals love it. Get your bottle of picnic 
plonk from a Monoprix supermarket 
— or pop into the tiny Baron Rouge wine 
bar and shop (lebaronrouge.net), near 
Bastille. It’s not fancy and feels very 
genuine. It’s the Paris people imagine.’

A little corn tortilla, folded 
around succulent meat or 
fish, salad, hot sauce and  

a squeeze of lime, can be a quick £1 
snack, or multiplied for a slap-up 
feast. Tacos began life as blue-collar 
food and they’re still best from 
street-food stalls or plastic-stool, 

cheap-and-cheerful taquerias — 
especially those already buzzing 
mid-afternoon, pre-evening rush. 
Tacosal pastor — pulled pork and 
pineapple — is the classic. At first,  
go easy on the hot sauce, but go 
crazy with the napkins — it’s a 
brilliantly messy business.

T h E wAy TO E AT… Tacos in Mexico

Eat like a 
local in… 
Istanbul 

esra levent works at 
ideetravel.com, 

experts in Turkey
‘It’s not only foreign 
visitors who crave 
traditional Turkish 
food. Locals love it 

— only cooked with 
care and flair, and 
they know to look 

beyond touristy 
Sultanahmet! 

Instead, go to the 
Nişantaşı district and 

eat the simple, 
honest, homemade 

food at funky, 
modern Kantin 

(kantin.biz/lokanta; 
mains about £8): 

Chef Semsa’s 
roasted aubergine, 

with a glass of 
Turkish rosé, is 

 a winner.’

Eat like a 
local in… 
London

Sam Harrison is a 
West end performer

‘There are hipper 
’hoods, but you can’t 
beat Soho for food. 
Many restaurants 

don’t take bookings, 
so hop between 
them for a global 

feast. At 5pm, start 
with tapas at 

Barrafina (barrafina.
co.uk; tapas about 

£8), then walk to 
Koya Bar (koyabar.
co.uk; mains about 

£11) for London’s best 
udon. End with Thai 
dishes at Smoking 

Goat (smokinggoat 
soho.com; mains 
about £15), open  

until midnight.’

Where can i... 
fill my glass in  
a picture-perfect 
(but crowd-free) 
wine region?
l Nowhere does scenic like France, and 

for vineyard-lined hills, cobbled towns 

and dusty cellars, Beaujolais is hard to 

beat. It is the sister region to too-busy, 

too-pricey Burgundy, and its red-fruity 

Gamay reds are eminently drinkable — 

and affordable — with the best more like 

elegant Pinot Noirs than the bubblegum 

nouveau wines of the ’80s. Stick to the 

northern ‘cru’ villages such as Fleurie  

and Morgon for the finest tipples — book 

ahead and winemakers such as Richard 

Rottiers (domainerichardrottiers.com)  

will welcome you with open arms. 

l California’s Napa Valley and its 

teeth-stripping Cabernets can feel  

sterile and overpriced — but next door 

Sonoma is all wildflower-laced wineries 

and bucolic farmers’ fields. There’s  

a wider range of varieties to quaff,  

from zippy Sauvignon Blanc to berried 

Sangiovese, so you’re guaranteed  

to find something you like, especially  

at quaint Preston Vineyards 

(prestonvineyards.com). 

l Few wine regions are as user-
friendly or picturesque as Australia’s 
Mornington Peninsula, an hour’s drive 
outside Melbourne. City-dwellers 
zoom out to its forested roads and 
oceanside vineyards on weekends to 
quaff the smooth Chardonnays and 
Pinot Noirs. But come during the week, 
and it can feel positively sleepy — which 
means you don’t just get epic winery-
restaurants such as Ten Minutes by 
Tractor (tenminutesbytractor.com.au) 
to yourself, you get the peninsula’s 
sunny golden beaches, too. 

l you can learn to cook almost 
anywhere. Viator.com offers all sorts  
of ‘tasters’, from a three-hour class on 
South African braai at a Stellenbosch 
farm (from £49), to a morning making 
borsch in Kiev (from £56). Or try one of 
airbnb.co.uk’s ‘Experiences’ — cooking 
paella in Barcelona, say, from about 
£25. you don’t even have to be staying 
in one of its properties.

l For more intensive courses with 
professionals and equipment, try Spain, 

France or Italy. In San Sebastián — 
northern Spain’s foodie heart — Mimo 
has classes (in English), ranging from 
half-day lessons to week-long courses, 
where you’ll learn how to make pintxos 
— Basque tapas (mimofood.com; from 
£114). Or spend up to two weeks 
mastering French classics, such as sole 
meunière and millefeuille, at superstar 
chef Michel Guerard’s rural cookery 
school and hotel, Les Prés d’Eugénie in 
Gascony (michelguerard.com; from 
£228 for three hours). 

Where can i... learn to cook authentic 
foreign dishes?
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Eat like a local


